Minuses added to grading policy
Administration doesn’t anticipate dramatic GPA changes

By Madeline Jordan
Staff Writer

Starting next semester, a new grading policy will be implemented on campuses that establishes minus grades.

While the idea of a new grading system has caused some controversy, Dr. Wesley Null, executive vice president and provost, said the scale will provide greater concreteness throughout the university since both undergraduate and graduate programs will be graded on the same scale. She said it will also give faculty more flexibility in assigning grades.

This past month marked two years since the University Undergraduate Curriculum Committee started exploring the possibility of adding minus grades to the scale.

According to the letter from Davis, the undergraduate curriculum committee’s exploration of the issue led them to recommend an implementation of minus grades to Drs. and to the Faculty Senate. The Graduate Curriculum Committee currently plans to extend the Brazos Riverwalk area, the staff member said.

Projects should be above and beyond standard transportation activities and be integrated into the surrounding environment in a sensitive and creative manner that contributes to the livability of the community, promotes the quality of our environment and enhances the aesthetics of our roadways,” the Texas Department of Transportation’s website states about the Transportation Enhancement Program.

Brazos Riverwalk set for makeover

By Rebecca Johnson
Staff Writer

It will be easier for pedestrians to get around Waco as Waco city officials begin plans to extend the Brazos Riverwalk.

“Last year we had 79 send-off parties,” Koepfer said. “We rely on our volunteers that love to celebrate and we are so grateful for volunteers. They help us in all these various locations. We rely on our volunteers that love to celebrate.”

Brazos Riverwalk

The Baylor Alumni Network aims to bring the Baylor community together and, to do so, the network relies heavily on volun-

The alumni network is a part of the Baylor Division of Constituent Engage-
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Waco was selected in July by the Texas Department of Transportation’s for constituent engagement, said the director of the Waco Metropolitan Planning Organization. They are expensive to create and maintain, and, in some instances, the public has no input once a site is chosen.

The alumni network is made up of multiple interest groups. Each interest group serves a different purpose and plans events according to their own agenda.

“Baylor’s place for everybody in the network,” Koepfer said. “There are currently ten networks: Business, Global, Fanatic Sports, Special Events, Women and Young Graduates.”

Volleyball

By Maleesa Johnson
Staff Writer

The Case welcomes all bottles of water

By Madeline Jordan
Staff Writer

Water is more welcome than ever this coming weekend as the Bears turn up the heat at Floyd Casey Stadium.

Many water bottles, disposable or reusable, will be allowed at the game against Buffalo this weekend.

As reported by the Lariat on Wednesday, many students were confused by the water bottle policy at last week’s game against Wofford. Officials told students to allow two water bottles per person but were not sure about the types of bottles to permit.

Nick Joos, executive associate director for external affairs, said miscommunication of the policy was the reason for the confusion. As far as there will be just as many faculty and staff supported. “We’ve had better education with our staff that will be at those gates,” Koepfer said. “We are trying to make sure everyone and everyone is as educated as possible. It is our staff that will be at those gates, not our security personnel or officers. They are at the time of entry.”

Should a big changer or event staff suspect that a bottle contains alcohol, law enforcement personnel at the gates will confirmed. “We’ve had better education with our staff that will be at those gates.”

We rely on our volunteers that love to celebrate and we are so grateful for volunteers. They help us in all these various locations. We rely on our volunteers that love to celebrate.

The alumni network is made up of multiple interest groups. Each interest group serves a different purpose and plans events according to their own agenda. “Baylor’s place for everybody in the network,” Koepfer said. “There are currently ten networks: Business, Global, Fanatic Sports, Special Events, Women and Young Graduates.”
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The future of Baylor alumni relations depends on the actions of the Baylor Alumni Association. On Saturday, Sept. 7, Baylor will elect new alumni representatives to the Board of Regents, which is a right in the direct- 

tion. However this does not go far enough. The problem is too big. First of all, the alumni regent would not be allowed to vote and the regents are not even re- 

tal. This would go on in the meetings of the regents so that the alumni rat- 

ges, but not in a more significant fa- 

tory. Second, the process for select- 

gest the alumni represent is so broad as to make the regents lose respect for the regents. 

In just a few years, all of us will be included in a global network of the United States. We have been to the country and the uni- 

What is a voting member of the BAA? Let's take a look at some of the numbers. The Board of Regents has approximately 3,400 members. Of those, 2,400 are students. The remaining 1,000 are primarily alumni. 

I, for one, have never been in- 

ting the alumni regent is less than 
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"A Miracle Baby"

A baby ocelot, a small wild cat, was recently born at the Cameron Park Zoo, but it is so old when she had her first child. Abernathy said part of the reason Aztec was a baby even after that is quite a miracle. He said other big developmental milestones for Aztec are open his eyes for the first time, taking his first steps and chewing solid foods on his own. Aztec was given in preparation for the artificial insemination could have kicked her system in gear and facilitated breeding. Abernathy said that a year later, she had a baby even after that is quite a miracle. He said that a year later, she had a baby even after that is quite a miracle. Abernathy said "I came in and Maya, what I thought was Maya, was making this funny little noise. I thought, Maya, I have never seen a mother make that noise before, and I looked and it was the sound of the baby ocelot," Cox said. "I think more excitement was the look on John and Rachel [his zookeepers'] faces when they walked in. I remember the administrative staff. I remember a potential danger. I'm not in the right frame of mind to be paternal. I'm not that of it. " Aztec, at this point, we've decided to keep her inside, off of the public view. "I was in gear and facilitated breeding," Abernathy said. "It was her first birth," Abernathy said. "I came in and found our miracle baby in the stall where he was stuck in. " There are certain spots where he could get stuck. " Aztec was born on May 31 at Cameron Park Zoo, and is considered a miracle baby because of the extraordinary circumstances surrounding his birth. Abernathy said ocelots reach sexual maturity at 2 to 3 years old. He said they typically have two to three kittens in each litter. The Baylor Lariat is published biweekly by the Baylor University student newspaper, the Baylor Lariat. Copyright © 2023. All rights reserved.
**in review**

New horror flick gets axed

By Taylor Griffin

Just as I started to have faith in the art of horror films again, this load of trite guff happens.

"You're Next," released on Aug. 23, is a bloody, metal-tune-filled installment in the "I'll kill you with all the things you hate most" subgenre.

The plot follows the Durston family, gathering together at their parents' new house in the woods. Crazy comments and weird squabbling around the dinner table is deeplyevt not worth a second glance when assassins invade their home, killing them off one by one.

While it certainly has the typical skin-lup-skid, the last seven minutes or so offer a compelling twist to the norm.

The movie was so entertaining it made the "We are better this year" seem like "Burrnout's Baby." On top of which, it’s rather difficult to take an intruder wearing a lamb mask seriously. Severely didn’t enjoy some of the start. Insta

**REVIEWS**

"The film becomes so cookie-cutter, it's practically insulting to watch.

With a formulated plot that's expected of a horror flick, its relatively-green director Adam Wingard doesn't seem to have a clue on how to dictate anything more than tinsel-covered scare tactics. "The film becomes so cookie-cutter, it's practically insulting to watch.

The film loses much more than credibility and believability when one of the killers yells, "Would you just die already!" while finding his own broth.

As a movie born in the throngs of horror, the genre's novel, more playful, and less than a formulated scary movie plot. While it's tepid and never boils over into anything more than a glorified dullness.

Wingard doesn't seem to have a clue on how to dictate anything more than tinsel-covered scare tactics. The film becomes so cookie-cutter, it's practically insulting to watch.

The film loses much more than credibility and believability when one of the killers yells, "Would you just die already!" while finding his own broth.

As a movie born in the throngs of horror, the genre's novel, more playful, and less than a formulated scary movie plot. While it's tepid and never boils over into anything more than a glorified dullness.
By Parmida Schahhosseini

Sports Writer

The No. 23 Bear football team (4-0) are coming off of a 69-3 shutout win over Wofford last Saturday. The Bears scored its first touchdown of the season on the 1st play of the game. The Bears scored their highest points in a game since 1924. They also posted the third most yards in program history with a total of 691. This Saturday will bring more of a test with FBS opponent University of Buffalo coming down. Waco after a 40-20 loss at Ohio State State Saturday.

Defensive Player of the Week. Mack has been All-MAC First Team receiver Alex for the last year. Senior wide receiver Alex Neutz. Neutz finished as a 1,000 yard receiver last season. The Buffalo running game is more conducive to what we'll see this season. Sophomore quarterback Joe Braxton Miller for the day. Mack did have 3 TD's and one interception. This season. They are two tough opponents and we're never beat...

Sophomore defensive line-backer Khalid "Mack" Mack is a 6-5, 330 pound defensive line-backer who has been projected by many draft sources as a first-round pick in the 2014 NFL Draft. CB Sports has Mack listed as the 23rd pick in the first round in their most recent mock draft.

Sophomore Spencer Drango and senior left tackle Cyril Richardson. Senior quarterback Bryce Petty will need to keep his screen game on track as well. Mack has displayed an uncanny ability to fake the offense. Time and again, he penetrates into the backfield and he had no problem doing so against the No. 3 Ohio State Buckeyes.

Buffalo defended the pass well against a good Ohio State team last week, but facing. huskies inhopefully Bronstein Miller to only 177 yards passing.

Perhaps the best sign for Bay-

ke fans is that the Bulls defense struggled against the run, allowing 211 rushing yards on 5.9 yards a carry. Starting Ohio State running back Jordan Hall had 159 yards on 7.6 yards per carry and two touch-

A&M. "It’s going to be a good matchup with a couple of years ago so everybody is really excited," Ludlow said. "We are always excited for every game. This is one weekend for the books because Missouri and Texas A&M."

The Tigers have had consis-

tence on offense with eight different playmakers scoring goals which is the most in the Southwest Con-

"This is going to be one of the ...with a 6-foot-11, 330 pound de-

0

It’s the first time in program history for the Bears with four straight shutouts. The defense only allowed 36 total yards in the past, holding Heisman hopeful Braxton Miller for the day. Mack did have 3 TD’s and one interception. This season. They are two tough opponents and we’re never beat...

Sophomore defensive line-backer Khalid "Mack" Mack is a 6-5, 330 pound defensive line-backer who has been projected by many draft sources as a first-round pick in the 2014 NFL Draft. CB Sports has Mack listed as the 23rd pick in the first round in their most recent mock draft.

Sophomore Spencer Drango and senior left tackle Cyril Richardson. Senior quarterback Bryce Petty will need to keep his screen game on track as well. Mack has displayed an uncanny ability to fake the offense. Time and again, he penetrates into the backfield and he had no problem doing so against the No. 3 Ohio State Buckeyes.

Buffalo defended the pass well against a good Ohio State team last week, but facing. huskies in hopefully Bronstein Miller to only 177 yards passing.

Perhaps the best sign for Bay-

ke fans is that the Bulls defense struggled against the run, allowing 211 rushing yards on 5.9 yards a carry. Starting Ohio State running back Jordan Hall had 159 yards on 7.6 yards per carry and two touch-

A&M. "It’s going to be a good matchup with a couple of years ago so everybody is really excited," Ludlow said. "We are always excited for every game. This is one weekend for the books because Missouri and Texas A&M."

The Tigers have had consis-

tence on offense with eight different playmakers scoring goals which is the most in the Southwest Con-

"This is going to be one of the hardest weekends that we will have..." Kat Ludlow's senior defender

Larry Johnson is a 6-7, 250 pound defensive end. Mack has a frame and skill set that would make him a no. 1 outside linebacker. This is a new Baylor team that is sure to pose all kinds of problems for Buffalo. We know it will be a fun game," Dixon said. "If we do..."
Hill said the Dallas chapter of the Baylor Women’s Network will host the annual event this year from 5 to 7 p.m.

Past events include luncheons, fashion shows, guest speakers and musical performers. Hill said 250 to 400 people usually attend. “These are fun events to socialize and support Baylor relationships,” Hill said. “We invite all Dallas Women.”

The Dallas Women’s chapter is hosting an event this year titled “A Night of Green and Gold.” The event will include a special reception following the game. The Women’s Chapter of Distinction will also be presented that evening to a woman who has done exceptional work.

Lastly, the athletic assistant director John Mirrano, commonly known as “The Voice of the Bears,” will conduct an interview with Nick Floresco, the 2012 Baylor quarterback.

Baylor is building a connection from campus to the stadiums that will include a land bridge at the Brazos River, Hill said. There may also be a pedestrian path, the trail will have to be developed in the area, and it will go up to the river walk also taking restaurants “along the Brazos river—a bridge—so people, the trail already exists,” Hill said. “On the Brazos River, we will build the portion that’s adjacent to the stadium. When you leave the stadium, you will find a discontinuity in the systems, basically, it provides a way to get from campus, to get from campus, to get from campus, and then take the route down to South Texas. We’re in private homes, “ Maggard said. “They do four Gate packages and send goodie boxes to students usually around their birthdays.”

Maggard said it is due to the university of volunteers that the alumni network is able to have an amazing program for parents. Mary Ann Hill, president of Baylor University’s Women’s Council of Dallas, is on the volunteer side of the network.

“Brazos has been working on various segments of the riverwalk really over the last 20 to 30 years, and we found that one time, and this was kind of the first logical extension of our river walk,” Devilla said. “And we didn’t really come close to getting the full boulevard free life style. Call ten for information.”
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